HLA-DQA1 and HLA-DQB1 genes may jointly determine susceptibility to develop multiple sclerosis.
Serologic DR typing and genomic DRB1, DQA1, DQB1, DPA1, and DPB1 typing using sequence-specific oligonucleotides were performed in 69 multiple sclerosis (MS) patients and 181 healthy controls on in vitro amplified DNA. The frequencies of DR2 as well as the DR2-associated DQA1*0102 and DQB1*0602 alleles were increased whereas DR7 was decreased among MS patients. The distribution of DR4 subtypes as well as DP alleles were similar in patients and healthy controls. All but one of 23 DR4-positive MS patients carried the DQB1*0302 allele, whereas five of five DR7-positive MS patients carried the DQB1*0303 allele. Of the MS patients, 99% compared to 79% of the controls carried DQA1 alleles encoding glutamine at residue 34, while 97% of the MS patients compared to 72% of the controls carried DQB1 alleles encoding DQ beta chains sharing long polymorphic stretches. A combination of such DQA1 and DQB1 alleles was carried by 96% of the MS patients and 60% of the controls, suggesting an association between MS and a combination of particular DQA1 alleles and DQB1 alleles. The corresponding DQ alpha beta heterodimers may have in common an ability to bind a particular peptide.